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Event Materials Tech SupportLet’s Chat!
Visit the event page to download 
a copy of the presentation slides 
and any additional resources. 

Select All Panelists & Attendees 
from the drop-down when 
commenting in the chat pod. 

Email us if you need tech 
support or have questions!
MilFamLN@gmail.com

Event Page: 
MilitaryFamiliesLearningNetwork.org/event/56506

Welcome!
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Welcome!

Latest Podcast Upcoming EventRecording Available
MoneyTalk with MFLN Personal 
Finance on Apple Podcasts

Resources for Addressing Food 
Address for Military Families

Ø Ethical Considerations 
During Challenging Times: 
Jan. 26, 2021

Ø Financial Preparedness is 
Disaster Preparedness: 
Feb. 10, 2021

Visit Our Website:
MilitaryFamiliesLearningNetwork.org 2
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Event Materials
Visit the event page to download a copy of the 
presentation slides and any additional resources. 

This webinar has been approved to offer continuing 
education credit. Please stay tuned for more 
information! 

Continuing Education 

Event Page: 
http://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/event/56506

Pexels CC0 / Kaique Roca

2020 Personal Finance 
Year in Review
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This material is based upon work supported by the National Institute of Food and Agriculture, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, and the Office of Military Family Readiness Policy, U.S. Department of Defense 

under Award Number 2019-48770-30366.

Connecting military family service providers 
and Cooperative Extension professionals to 

research and to each other through engaging 
online learning opportunities

https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org
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Today’s Presenter

Dr. Barbara O’Neill, CFP®, AFC® 

Distinguished Professor Emerita, 
Rutgers University
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Webinar Objectives
Present a summary of 2020 personal finance events:
• Findings from 2020 personal finance research studies 
• Findings from 2020 government data
• Key 2020 financial events, trends, and products
• Key government legislation/policies affecting personal finances
• Key take-aways of 2020 events for financial practitioners
• Preview of expected 2021 personal finance changes 
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Q1: What do you think 
was the most significant 
personal finance event 

of 2020?
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Key Findings from 2020 Personal 
Finance Research Studies

Photo by Barbara O’Neill 8
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Financial Literacy
• P-Fin Index data collected in January 2020 (GFLEC and TIAA Institute)
• U.S. adults answered 52% of questions correctly
• Financial literacy is lowest for comprehending risk and uncertainty
• Respondents with lowest financial literacy levels had more precarious 

finances

Source: TIAA Institute 9

9

Financial Education Mandates

21 states require high 
school students to take a 
course in personal 
finance, an increase of 4 
states since 2018

Source:
Council for Economic Education biennial Survey of the States 10
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Impact of Financial Education
• Used 2018 NFCS data set and CFPB Financial Well-being Scale

• Found positive effects of HS financial education graduation requirement on 
subjective well-being for males only 

• Required HS financial education also increases subjective financial well being 
for adults who attend at least some college

• For adults with a HS diploma, financial education reduces subjective well-
being (forces a realistic assessment of their financial situation)

• Take-away: “Shift curricula to better suit those who struggle” (i.e., financial 
issues of non-college going adults; emphasis on human capital and shocks)

Source: Burke, Collins, & Urban (2020) 11

11

Financial Education and Downstream 
Financial Behaviors

• Meta-analysis of 76 randomized experiments (N> 160,000)
• Found evidence that financial education programs have, on average, positive 

causal effects on financial knowledge and downstream behaviors
– Stark contrast to Fernandes et al. (2014) meta-analysis results

• Three key take-aways:
• Sizable effects on both financial knowledge and behaviors; rigorous studies
• Inconclusive evidence about the decay of financial knowledge
• Many educational interventions studied were cost-effective

Source: Kaiser, Lusardi, Menkhoff, & Urban (2020) 12
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Parental Financial Education
• Study of association between overt financial education from parents during 

childhood and young adult financial practices
– Survey item: “How would you describe how finances were communicated 

in your family?”
• Childhood financial education from parents was linked with greater frequency 

of healthy financial behaviors in emerging adulthood; NOT gender dependent
Take-aways: 
• Involve parents to the greatest extent possible in teaching youth about 

personal finance
• Repeated instruction over time is more impactful than one-and-done courses

Source: LeBaron, Holmes, Jorgensen, & Bean (2020) 13

13

529 Plan Utilization
• Randomized control trial to help overcome information overload
• Four randomly assigned interventions to increase 529 usage
– General info, a table, a graph, and an infographic

• Parents had difficulty with info overload and cost-benefit analysis
• Take-aways:
• Provide info on the financial benefits of 529 plans and the sign-up process
• Provide a quantitative comparison of 529 accounts vs. other account types
• Use more comparison interventions (not commonly used)

Source: Leung & Wendel (2020) 14

14
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Student Loan Decision-Making
• Investigated whether parents’ own student loan balances affect their 

decision to save for their children’s education
• Parents who are paying off their own student loan debt are less likely to 

invest in tax-advantaged accounts for their children
• Debt-laden parents are 67% less likely to use a 529 plan or Coverdell ESA
Take-aways:
• Increase clients’ awareness of tax advantages of education accounts
• Discuss importance of FAFSA form and managing children’s expectations

Source: Martin, Augustin, Ricaldi, & Nunez (2020) 15

15

Source: Pew Research Center

Research About Gen Z
• More racially and ethically diverse than any previous generation
– One in four Gen Z-ers are Hispanic
– 52% are non-Hispanic white

• On track to be the most well-educated generation yet
• More likely to have a college-educated parent than any previous 

generation
• Less likely to be working than when previous generations were teens
• Digital natives 

16
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Gen Y and Z Money Management
• 2018 National Financial Capability data set

• Deeply affected by the Great Recession and tend to rely heavily on debt

• Engage frequently in expensive short- and long-term money management

– Credit card minimum payments, fees and cash advances, late payments

– Alternative financial services sector (AFS) use

• Display “alarmingly low levels of financial literacy” (six key questions)

– Disconnects between perceived and actual knowledge

Source: TIAA Institute 17

17

Source: TIAA Institute

Gen Y and Z Money Management

Gen Y: Born 1981-1996, age 24-39
Gen Z: Born 1997-2012, age 8-23

18
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Millennial Financial Help-Seeking
• Study of financial help-seeking by millennials; longitudinal data set
• Significant predictors of seeking help from a professional:
– Gender (male +), marital status (single+), education (BS degree or higher 

+), financial knowledge, and parent education (BS degree or higher +)
• Most young adults do not seek help: there is an apparent lack of discussion 

about finances with anyone 
– 18% to 28% help-seeking ranges over period of the study

Take-away: Targeted outreach and/or niche services to those who are less likely 
to seek help via ad campaigns, seminars, and social media

Source: Glenn & Heckman (2020) 19

19

Emergency Funds
• Data set: 2009, 2012, 2015, and 2018 NFCS surveys
• Savings account ownership was strongest predictor of having an emergency 

fund
• Subjective financial knowledge and financial confidence were also “significant 

and consistent predictors”
• Objective financial knowledge was not a significant predictor
Take-aways:
• “Strategies to promote emergency savings should be multifaceted”
• Households need some financial slack to be able to save (income > expenses)

Source: Despard, Friedline, & Martin-West (2020) 20

20
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Life Insurance
• Survey of Consumer Finances data set

• Proportion of households owning a life insurance policy decreased from 72% in 1992 
to 60% in 2016
– NOTE: SGLI for service members covers 7.1 million people; “opt-out” format 

– The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) is nation’s 7th largest insurer
• Changes in household characteristics (e.g., unmarried households) accounted for 

decrease in term life ownership but not for decreases in cash value policies
• Positive association: use of a financial planner and life insurance ownership
Take-aways: Ask clients about policy costs (to correct misperceptions) and better 
inform people about the merits of life insurance (tell stories)

Source: Kim, Mountain, Hanna, & Kim (2020) 21

21

Handling Windfall Money
• “Fun” sources of income (e.g., game show winnings) are more likely to 

be spent on fun expenditures… up to a certain point before leveling off

• “Affective euphoria” surrounds these payments (cause for celebration)

• Money from more “adult” income sources (e.g., tax refund) was 
significantly more likely to be invested 

Take-aways: People have separate mental accounts and clients may be 
more open to investing more predictable windfalls (e.g., tax refund)

Source: Bland & Chambers (2020) 22

22
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Credit Card Rewards
• Studied the use of credit cards by “rational” consumers (i.e., those who 

always pay their balance in full)
• Cash-back cards will cause some consumers to rationally increase spending, 

which reduces savings
– Example: Credit card reward for spending $3,000 in 3 months, person typically 

spends $2,000 and charges $1,000 more for a $700 net spending increase
Take-aways: 
• If this happens to “rational” consumers, imagine the effects on “irrational” 

consumers who carry balances
• Point out mental accounting issues and encourage saving earned rewards

Source: MacDonald & Evans (2020) 23

23

COVID-19 Related Studies
• Increased share of working age households not able to afford current living 

standard in retirement from 50% to 55% (Center for Retirement Research) 
• 88%/84% of Americans say COVID-19 is causing stress on their personal finances; 

the top stressors are not having enough saved (41%/40%) and job security 
(39%/33%) (NEFE/Harris Poll: April 2020 and September 2020)

• Changes in planned Social Security retirement claiming; earlier and later (The 
Nationwide Retirement Institute/Harris Poll)

• Nearly half (46%) of American households facing “serious financial pain” with 
little or nothing to fall back on (NPR/RWJ Foundation/Harvard survey)

• Shifting financial priorities to paying down debt and building emergency funds 
(Federal Reserve Bank of NY)

24

24
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Federal Government  
Research and Reports

25

25

CFPB Research and Reports
• CFPB frequently synthesizes existing research on personal finance topics 

(e.g., July 2020 report about emergency funds)
• Reports identify literature gaps and future research ideas

Take-Away:
Good “go-to” resource for 
personal finance topics and 
research summaries

26
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National Strategy for Financial Literacy
• “Plan of work” for federal agencies that comprise the U.S. Financial 

Literacy and Education Commission (FLEC)
• Includes sections on:

– FLEC structure

– Best practices
– Future steps to improve financial education 

– Priority areas of federal activity

– Performance and outcome measures

Take-Away:
Good summary of what federal 
agencies are doing – and could do 
in the future – in the financial 
education arena

27

27

Federal Reserve SHED Research
Study of U.S. economic well-being in 2019 with an April 2020 follow-up
• 3 in 10 adults had an income that varied from month to month
• 1 in 10 adults struggled to pay bills because of income changes
• 1 in 10 adults received assistance from someone outside their home
• 16% of adults were not able to pay current month’s bills in full
• 37% could not cover an unexpected $400 expense without borrowing 
• 6% of adults do not have a bank account
• 1 in 4 non-retirees have no retirement savings; < 4 in 10 are “on track”

28
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Q2: What topics did you get 
the most questions about 

during 2020?

29

29

Key 2020 Financial Events, 
Trends, and Products

Photos by Barbara O’Neill 30
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2020 in a Nutshell 

• January 1 to mid-March
• Mid-March – December

31

31

Interest Rates
• Federal Reserve signals interest rates near zero (0%) at least through 

2023 to help support economic recovery

• Impacts on savers (slim yields), homebuyers (attractive mortgage rates),  
buyers of life insurance (higher premiums to offset low bond yields), and 
pension plans (lower yields resulting in more underfunded plans)

• Money market funds waived fees to keep yields positive 
– 0.05% average money market fund yield in July 2020

32
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Savings
• Record 33.6% U.S. savings rate in April vs. 12.7% (March) and 14.1% 

(August) 
– Attributed to job uncertainty and restrained spending during 

lockdowns
– Consumer spending fell by 13.6% in April

• Big drop in annual percentage yield (APY) on savings; meager returns
• 14% of Americans wiped out savings; 11% had to borrow money 

(September)

33

33

Savings

34
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Stock Market
• DJIA crossed 29000 (January, September); 29551 on February 12
• 11-year bull market ended (03/11); -20.3% drop from record 29551 

(02/12)
• Biggest one-day gain in DJIA since 1933 (March 24)
• Shortest bear market in DJIA history 
• Some sports bettors turned to the stock market for “action”
• DJIA 30,000 (first time: November 24)
• DJIA swapped out three blue chip stocks 
• Bottom Line: extreme market volatility throughout the year

35

35

Income Taxes
• Tax filing deadline extended from April 15 to July 15

• April 15 and June 15 estimated taxes postponed to July 15

• IRS ruling allowed mid-year changes to dependent-care flexible 
spending accounts (FSA); employers must opt in to IRS changes

• Stimulus payments are not taxable; $600 extra unemployment is

36
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Credit and Debt
• Record $930 billion in pre-COVID U.S. debt (Q4 of 2019)
– 5.32% was in serious delinquency (90+ days late); 9.36% for age 18-

29
• Debt fell by $100 billion between February and June
• Many large credit card issuers allowed short penalty-free payment 

pauses
• Credit card companies adjusted reward programs to reflect spending 

shifts

37

37

Credit and Debt
• 0% interest credit card offers declined (less risk for lenders)

• 7.5% of auto loans in forbearance (Q1 of 2020); 4.9% at end of 2019

• Banks guessing about creditworthiness 

– CARES Act: deferred debt was not reported as late

• End of proposed CFPB regulation to verify incomes for payday loans

38
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Housing
• Robust home sales (24.7% increase in July over June)
– Low interest rates, farther from cities, untethered telecommuters
– “V” shaped recovery for the housing sector

• Shortage of homes for sale increased house prices
– Would-be sellers are staying out of market (virus fears, moving 

delays)
– Effectively cancelling out increased purchasing power from low 

interest

39

39

Housing
• Mortgage refinancing up more than 200% from a year ago 
• Tapping home equity via HELOCS became harder (tougher standards)
• Occupancy in senior housing hit 15-year low (pandemic fears)
• Rent crisis: 
– Missed payments that need to be made up
– Cash-strapped landlords
– Federal eviction halt until 12/31; state and local moratoriums also

40
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Health Care
• Average cost of employer health coverage for a family: $21,342

– Average employee premium: $5,588
– Average cost of coverage for an individual: $7,470

• 10th anniversary of ACA (law signed 3/23/10)
• Health care for a couple age 65 in 2020 estimated to cost $295,000 (ASPPA)
• Average COVID care cost: $34,662 to $45,683, varying by age
• Healthcare trends:

– Empowering patients with home testing
– Consequences of postponing essential care and screening exams
– Rapid mainstream adoption of telemedicine

41

41

Fraud
• Scammers increased attempted credit card frauds; shifted efforts to 

Internet
– Preyed on overwhelmed banks and consumers; most caught before billing
– Some generating random numbers until they stumble upon real accounts

• AIG $20 million settlement involving VALIC and Florida Education 
Association
– Failure to disclose promotional payments; misleading sales practices

• Hackers bought brokerage log-ins on “dark web”; depleted victims’ 
accounts

42
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https://www.asppa-net.org/news/health-care-costs-retirement-might-make-you-reconsider-hsa
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Fraud
• Opportunistic COVID-19 related scams: fake “vaccines” and test kits, 

price-gouging on needed items, charity scams, links with malware 
installations
– On top of “normal” scams (e.g., IRS, tech, romance, charity, 

investments)
• Capital One fined $80 million for 2019 hack (by Comptroller of the 

Currency)
• Increase in fraud related to social media “hooks”: sharp increase in Q2

43
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Shopping and Spending
• Oil price 18-year low (March): lockdowns, recession, world oil glut
• Coupon clipping fades away and digital shift accelerates
– Digital coupon redemptions surpassed paper coupons for first time (Q2)
– Easier to target customers and be nimble (vs. inserts and circulars)

• 43% increase from 2019 in online sales (September)
• Increase in online car buying using technology, drop off test cars
• Fewer choices when shopping; thinner menus, supply chain bottlenecks
• Stock ups and shortages on basics resulting from virus fears (Q1 and Q2)
• “Pandemic pallets” planned for Fall/Winter 2020-2021

44
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Gen Z Insights
• Many will have huge spending power by 2026
• First consumers to have grown up wholly in the digital era
• Communicate primarily through 

social media and texts
• Largest generation in U.S. history 

(27% of U.S. population)

Source: Business Insider
45

45

COVID-19 Impacts
• Our world has changed; many people are feeling grief (uncertainty 

worsens it)
• Record downturn in GDP (Q2), steepest decline in > 70 years
• Deep divide between COVID-19 “haves” and “have-nots”
• “Haves” increased savings and spent money on home improvements, 

cars, pools/hot tubs, and fitness and sports equipment
• “Have-Nots” struggled to pay rent and bills (“cash cliff” in August)

46
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COVID-19 Impacts
Most vulnerable groups: 
• Older adults (workplace ageism and COVID-19 risk) 
• Parents (lack childcare for kids at home, balancing work with family)
• Low-wage workers in service industries (layoffs and COVID-19 risk)
• People of color (service sector layoffs and fewer financial resources) 
• Women (service sector layoffs and lack of childcare)
• Non-teleworking job workers (COVID-19 risk, childcare concerns)

47

47

More COVID-19 Impacts
• Very hard on kids: boredom, isolation, and need for a sense of normalcy
• Increased depression risk in young adults (isolation & vanished 

opportunities)
• Majority of young adults age 18-34 living with parents (first time EVER!)
• College shut-down refunds and courses moved online
• Teachers scramble to make remote learning work
• Strain on marriages (too much WFH togetherness, childcare, finances, etc.)
• CBO estimate: the U.S. economy could take a decade to recover

48
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Insurance
• Auto insurance benefitted from fewer accidents due to less driving 
• Life insurance applications increased (wake-up call for families)
– Application delays and new questions and protocols

• Fewer death benefit claims than expected
– COVID-19 disproportionately killed people without life insurance

• Systemic review of insurance practices for potential racial discrimination
• Travel insurance policies rendered useless after 1/21/20 (first U.S. COVID 

case)
• Business interruption policies rendered useless 
– Pandemic exclusions (no physical damage) and court rulings

49

49

Miscellaneous Topics
• Recession officially began in February (National Bureau of Economic 

Research)
– Ended 128-month expansion; longest on record since 1854! 

• Marriage rate at lowest level on record, strained finances is a top reason
• U.S. birth rate also hits a record 35-year low amid financial uncertainties
• Slight rise in life expectancy at birth (78.7); 81.2 (women) and 76.2 

(men)
• Unemployment rate: 3.6% (January), 14.7 % (April), 7.9% (September)

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 50
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Miscellaneous Topics

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 51

51

More Miscellaneous Topics
• High-tax states lost residents after 2017 tax law SALT cap
• More working from home; concerns about frayed bonds, less innovation
• Senior housing vacancies rise; more people opting to age at home
• Airline change fees ended to boost air travel demand
• Surge in videoconferencing use in lieu of meetings, travel, and 

conferences 
• Enrollment decrease at universities (Fall 2020)
– 16.1% decrease in first year students and 4% decrease in 

undergraduates

52
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Q3: Any other interesting 
2020 financial events, trends, 

or products?

53

53

Key Government Legislation 
and Policies Affecting 

Personal Finances

54
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Secure Act Changes in 2020
• Signed into law on 12/20/19 as part of appropriations bill
• SECURE = Setting Every Community Up for Retirement Enhancement
• Main purpose: to increase access to employer-sponsored retirement plans
• RMDs now start at age 72 (up from 70 ½)
• Removal of age 70 ½ limitation for contributing to traditional IRAs
• Modification of “Stretch IRA” rules; 10-year payout on inherited IRAs
• Penalty-free IRA withdrawals up to $5,000 following birth/adoption of child
• New tax credits for small business retirement plans

55

55

CARES Act
• Signed into law on 3/27/20 ($2 trillion stimulus/aid package)
• CARES = Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act 
• One-time payments ($1,200/$2,400 + $500/child, pro-rated by income) 
• Suspension of 2020 required minimum distributions (RMDs)
• Return of RMDs already taken
• $600/week increase in unemployment benefits through 7/31/20
• Deferral of federal student loan payments through 9/30/20
• Up to $100k penalty-free IRA/employer plan distribution spread over 3 years
• $300 “above-the-line” charitable contribution deduction

56
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Government Regulations
• New Department of Labor fiduciary rule framework for retirement plan 

advice
– Replaced 2016 rule that was vacated by U.S. Court of Appeals (2018)

– Formally reinstated  a “five-part test” to determine fiduciary status

• 0.5% surcharge on refinanced federal mortgages delayed from 9/1 to 12/1
• Fee adds about $1,400 to average mortgage (via Fannie Mae/Freddie Mac)
• $300/week extra unemployment for 6 weeks starting 8/1/20 (executive 

order)
• Supreme court: restrictions on removal of CFPB director unconstitutional
– Can be removed “at will” instead of “for cause” (for separation of powers)

57
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Key 2020 Military-Specific 
Personal Finance Events

58
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Q4: Any other interesting 2020 
financial legislation or policies?

59
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OASDI Payroll Tax Deferral
• Based on an 8/8/20 Presidential memorandum and 

IRS guidance
• 6.2% OASDI tax (for Social Security benefits) deferred 

from September – December 2020
– Shown on Leave and Earnings Statement (LES)

• Collection of deferred taxes between January – April 
2021

• If service members separate from service in 2020, 
they are still responsible for the tax repayment

60
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Retirement: BRS 
• DoD Report: No negative impacts of BRS on recruitment or retention in 

first three years of BRS

• Increased financial readiness of SMs and career-long focus on financial 
literacy 

• Up to 85% of completed service members will receive government 
retirement benefits versus 19% under legacy plans

61
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Retirement: Thrift Savings Plan
• TSP automatic enrollment increased from 3% to 5% of pay, effective 

10/1/20
• BRS participants who stopped TSP contributions are automatically re-

enrolled at 5% of basic pay on January 1
• TSP target date (L) funds were switched to 5-year intervals: now 2025 to 

2065 
– Provides more precise timing for TSP participant retirement dates

• L 2020 Fund merged into L Income Fund

62
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PCS Relocations
• PCS moves were delayed as a result of COVID-19
– “Peak season rates” for movers extended through 11/15/20

• Military orders and moves are backlogged 
– Some 2020 PCS moves may be completed in 2021

• Military families need to be more flexible than usual
• Plans can change even with 60 days advance scheduling
– Areas can have lockdowns and other countries could have issues

63

63

Repeal of SBP/DIC Offset
• FY 2020 Defense Authorization Act: repealed Survivor Benefit Plan 

(SBP)/ Dependency and Indemnity Compensation (DIC) offset
• Affects over 65,000 widows and widowers of service members
• No changes in 2020
• 2021: one third of SBP restored
• 2022: two-thirds of SPB restored
• 2023: SPB is fully restored; surviving spouses get full SBP and DIC 

payments

64
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Q5: Any other 2020 changes in 
military-specific policies?

65

65

Preview of Expected 
2021 Personal 

Finance Changes 

66
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Income Taxes & Retirement Plans
• Inflation-adjusted tax brackets, AMT exemptions, tax credits, deductions

• New question about cryptocurrency transactions (under penalty of 
perjury)

• New line for “Recovery Rebate Credit” if 2020 AGI is < AGI used to 
calculate stimulus payments OR if you have additional dependents

67
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Income Taxes & Retirement Plans
• Contribution limit for IRAs: $6,000

• Catch-up contribution for IRAs: $1,000

• Roth IRA contribution income limit: $125,000 (single), $198,000 
(couples)

• Contribution limit for employer retirement plans: $19,500

• Catch-up contribution for employer retirement plans: $6,500

68
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2020 Tax Planning Opportunities
• $300 tax deduction for cash donations by donors who do not itemize

• No 60% of AGI limit for charitable deductions (waived for 2020)

• Qualified Charitable Distributions (QCDs) from IRAs starting at age 70 ½

• “Bunching” deductions to qualify to itemize

• Large donor advised fund deposit to qualify to itemize

69

69

More Tax Planning Opportunities
• Roth IRA conversion, especially if income dropped in 2020

• Tax loss harvesting to offset gains and up to $3,000 of ordinary income

• Review income tax withholding and/or estimated payments

• Use up flexible spending account (FSA) funds

• Review voluntary TSP (retirement savings plan) contributions

70
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COVID-19-Related: Future Predictions
• People who panic and sell investments will lock in their losses 
• Reorganization of business supply chains
• The age of tight “open office” layouts is probably over; more remote teams
• More attention to germs, disinfection, crowds, and touchless interactions
• Significant financial challenges for colleges and universities
• Previous calls and e-mail exchanges may be replaced by video-conferencing
• People will need time to work through a “quarantine state of mind”
• Pent-up demand for “bucket list” items (supply and demand)

71
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Key Take-Away Thoughts
• Quality financial education increases knowledge and changes behavior 
• COVID-19 exacerbated existing financial fragility and income inequality
• COVID-19 impacts have varied widely 
• COVID-19 has resulted in a variety of social/relationship impacts
• Frauds always adapt to current news headlines like COVID-19
• The virus will determine our recovery timeline but… 
– This does not mean we are powerless and planning is impossible

72
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Reflection Activity

73

One thing that I already knew: One thing that I did not already know:

One thing that I will share with a client, 
family member, or friend:

One personal behavior change that I 
will make:

73

Evaluation & Continuing Education

This webinar has been approved 
for the following continuing 
education (CE) credits: 

• 1.5 CE credits for Accredited Financial 
Counselors from AFCPE

• 1.5 CE credits for Certified Personal Finance 
Counselors from FinCert

• 1.5 CE credits for Certified Family Life 
Educators from NCFR

• A certificate of completion is also available

Event Page: 
MilitaryFamiliesLearningNetwork.org/event/56506

Questions?
Email Molly Herndon
at mollyh2@extension.org

Go to the event page for 
evaluation and post-test link.

Evaluation Link

74
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Upcoming Event

For archived and upcoming webinars visit: 
MilitaryFamiliesLearningNetwork.org/AllEvents/

Ethical Considerations During Challenging Times

Tuesday, January 26, 2021
11:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. ET

Event Page: 
MilitaryFamiliesLearningNetwork.org/event/85657

In this webinar, Dr. Michael Gutter discusses circumstances related to 
current events that require ethical guidance. This webinar will seek to 
provide practical guidance on the application of ethical values central to 
financial professional’s practice.

Continuing education credit will be available for this webinar! 
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Join the mailinglist today and visit the 
Academy homepage to watch newly 
archived sessions and get CE credit!  

RSVP today to participate in 
upcoming 2021 MFRA sessions!  

Academy Homepage: 
MilitaryFamiliesLearningNetwork.org/MFRA
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https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/allevents/
https://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/event/85657
http://militaryfamilieslearningnetwork.org/MFRA
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Subscribe and Stay Connected!

Subscribe 
Here!

Topics of Interest:
• Financial Education
• Informed Investing
• Financial Stability

Monthly Newsletter
• Upcoming Events
• Helpful Financial Tips
• Articles of Interest

MilitaryFamiliesLearningNetwork.org/Personal-Finance/

@MFLNPF
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